Interpretation of thermodynamic non-ideality in sedimentation equilibrium experiments on proteins.
This investigation re-examines theoretical aspects of the allowance for effects of thermodynamic non-ideality on the sedimentation equilibrium distribution for a single macromolecular solute, and thereby resolves the question of the constraints that pertain to the definition of the activity coefficient term in the basic sedimentation equilibrium expression. Sedimentation equilibrium results for ovalbumin are then presented to illustrate a simple procedure for evaluating the net charge (valence) of a protein from the magnitude of the second virial coefficient in situations where the effective radius of the protein can be assigned. Finally, published sedimentation equilibrium results on lysozyme are reanalysed to demonstrate the feasibility of employing the dependence of the second virial coefficient upon ionic strength to evaluate both the valence and the effective radius of the non-interacting solute.